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AnylinQ achieves highest available partner status from CommVault 
Platinum partner status underlines quality and expertise in providing and supporting CommVault solutions  
 
‘s-Hertogenbosch, 28 November 2013 – Data management specialist AnylinQ achieved the Platinum Partner status at 
CommVault. This is the highest possible partner status provided by CommVault. After achieving the CommVault 
Authorized Support Partner status in 2011, AnylinQ has consequently grown towards the highest possible platinum 
level in only two years’ time.  
 
In order to reach the platinum status, partners need to meet multiple quality and knowledge criteria set by 
CommVault. The Platinum certified organizations have to employ a sufficient number of certified CommVault 
consultants, who are able to design and deploy complex CommVault environments at customer’s organizations 
completely independently. Furthermore, the organization has to have a high quality service level for support and 
managed service. The support department has to be well-equipped and 24x7 operational. The managed service is 
based on CommVault´s Remote Operations Management Service - a remote management ´cockpit´ to manage 
multiple client environments from one single console and must have a high quality of service. Finally, CommVault 
examines the partner organization’s trend growth in terms of number of CommVault customers and revenue. AnylinQ 
is currently the largest CommVault partner in the Netherlands, measured by revenue and growth. 
 
Due to achieving the Platinum Partner Status, AnylinQ and CommVault  will strengthen their relationship and will co-
operate in the complex and expanding data management services market place. The platinum reseller status 
guarantees a direct access to CommVault’s experts and knowledge centers, enabling AnylinQ to provide even better 
service to its customers.  
 
“By focusing on managed services and data management projects , based on CommVault Simpana software, AnylinQ 
has become a highly specialized CommVault reseller. The company has been able to show double digit growth for 
many years now, despite the economic crisis”, said Erik Vink, Area Vice President Sales North at CommVault. 
“AnylinQ’s focus on our managed services and data management solution ensures extensive knowledge build-up in 
the AnylinQ organization and therefore professionalism. Clients benefit from that. We value the great collaboration 
with AnylinQ and will continue and expand our relationship. They have a clear strategy of investing in the company 
and are building a strong organization for the long term, just like us”  
 
“We are very proud to have reached the platinum status”, said Dennis Kuipers, CEO, AnylinQ. Because there is direct 
access to the CommVault experts and knowledge centers , our clients benefit from even more quality and speed when 
it comes to delivery of service. We expect our double digit growth to continue over tne next years. We do not only 
grow thanks to new clients, we also see a trend of existing clients moving to managed services. They have deployed a 
CommVault environment and come to us to take care of their operational management. In doing so, they do not 
longer worry about their data as it is managed by professionals, they can focus on their core business. We are looking 
at a very bright future.”  

### 
 
About AnylinQ 
AnylinQ is a private company that was founded in 2006, a niche player with a clear focus on data management 
solutions for medium and enterprise businesses. AnylinQ delivers all-encompassing services to ensure the availability 
of digital data for its customers. Besides this, they also benefit from improved compliance and transparent and 
predictable cost of managing data. AnylinQ designs, implements and manages the data management solutions for its 
customers. Read more on www.AnylinQ.com 
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